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About This Content

It’s time for you to go on the offensive! Enter the Stadium, the most famous landmark in Harran, and delve straight into the
carnage. Go alone or join forces with other survivors to test your combat know-how against relentless hordes of the Infected.

Unlock new skills and become the champion of Harran’s stadium.

Dying Light

Dying Light is a first-person, action survival game set in a vast open world. Roam a city devastated by a mysterious epidemic,
scavenging for supplies and crafting weapons to help defeat the hordes of flesh-hungry enemies the plague has created. At night,

beware the Infected as they grow in strength and even more lethal nocturnal predators leave their nests to feed on their prey.
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MINIMUM:

OS: Windows® 7 64-bit / Windows® 8 64-bit / Windows® 8.1 64-bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500 @3.3 GHz / AMD FX-8320 @3.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM DDR3

Hard Drive: 40 GB free space

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 560 / AMD Radeon™ HD 6870 (1GB VRAM)

DirectX®: Version 11

Sound: DirectX® compatible

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are NOT officially supported.

Windows-compatible keyboard, mouse, optional controller (Xbox 360 Controller for Windows recommended)

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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worth 11\/10 would kill my friends with an sombrero again. https:\/\/youtu.be\/MuJra2vQfbA

This is a first impression review.

I have enjoyed the time I have spent in this game so far. Is there something "special" about it that makes me enjoy it? The
honest truth is, no, not really. The combat is typical and the story line as well, but it is a well crafted game with few if any bugs
that I have found that is easy to learn and fun to play. My only critique so far would be the same as many others which is the
rarity of ore that is used to upgrade skills. I also had some minor difficulty with controls but I only use a keyboard and mouse.
And it was minor, this was quickly resolved. For the price and the amount of gameplay there is, quality gameplay, I would say
pick it up if this is the game style you like to play. You won't be disappointed.. Turbo Dismount this is not.. My original review
(included below) was before the May 2019 update. As the developer stated, that update did, indeed, fix most of the issues we
had below, and we had a lot more fun playing the game. Specific fixes that affected our experience included the following:

-- No more slowdown in the middle of the track (this was critical).
-- Fixed fall-forever bug in some deathmatch arenas.
-- Vastly improved the camera when flipping or getting stuck.
-- Fixed what the "Back" button does in the local multiplayer interface.

We honestly hadn't played enough to know whether or how much the track design was improved, but the update did say that
race flow was one of their fixes, and with all the above fixes, we did not notice anything that significantly ruined our gameplay.
If anything, it felt like running into obstacles was less disastrous than it was before. Additionally, the weapons felt more fun in
general (though here, too, we hadn't played enough to really see the difference).

We still find the weapon that obscures all players vision to be odd (the developer said it's not meant to obscure vision, but for us,
the post-process effect felt like too much), and local multiplayer still requires each player to customize their car one at a time
(though in the game's defense, it saves the customizations between sessions), but these are minor concerns and not remotely
worth a negative review.

After the May 2019 update, we did have a lot more fun, and so I have changed my recommendation from a No to a Yes. The
game has a few minor issues, but overall, it is a lot of fun.

(I would also like to add that I LOVE the loading screen art. It's cool, beautiful, and suggests a world beyond the scope of simple
racing.)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OLD REVIEW:

NOTE: We only played local multiplayer. This review is based on that.

The racing in this game is pleasantly fast-paced, but we experienced too many problems to be able to really recommend the
game. Details below.

WEAPON DESIGN
There are plenty of racing games on Steam, but we picked up this one because of the weapons, thinking (perhaps mistakenly) it
might be more akin to a kart racer. Unfortunately, it's difficult to hit your target with most weapons unless you're right behind
them. This means that in an average race, by the second or third lap, the cars will be too far apart for weapons to be useful at all.
There's nothing to drop on the track and nothing to hit anyone who's not directly in front of you. The one weapon that can hit all
other racers obscures the view for all racers\u2014even the player who used the item\u2014limiting its usefulness.

TRACK DESIGN
Although the tracks were pretty as hell, they suffer from a lot of visual noise. We found it very difficult to tell what was an item
or boost and what was just an obstacle on the course. In several tracks, it was also difficult to figure out which way the course
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was going\u2014at some points, we would drive where we thought the track was only to find ourselves hitting an invisible wall
or getting reset. Of course, we'd learn the tracks over time, but it felt frustrating when even the "easiest" courses made it
difficult to see what we needed to see.

CAMERA ISSUES
Though fine for the most part, we found the camera troublesome in certain situations. When a car hit an obstacle and needed to
maneuver around it, the camera would often remain locked on the track rather than the front of the car. This made it very
difficult to figure out how to get the car unstuck or to find the correct direction. The camera also frequently flipped in odd ways
whenever the car flipped and was trying to find the new "ground." Considering car flipping appears to be a staple mechanic of
the game, we found this frustrating indeed and avoided flipping orientation as much as possible due to the camera alone.

TECHNICAL ISSUES
We ran into several issues that we couldn't overcome. Probably the biggest ones were a consistent slowdown that would occur in
the middle of the race for no reason we could discern (but it happened every time and then went away during the final lap) and
there was at least one deathmatch level in which cars that fell off the level would never get reset and fall forever. The first issue
made races not fun at all, while the second made us squeamish about picking new deathmatch levels.

UI DESIGN
Much like Rocket League, the local multiplayer in this game feels like it was tacked on or designed by people who never had to
play the game locally. The game only stores a single car customization, meaning local players must re-customize their car for
each session. On top of that, they must customize their car one at a time while the other players sit and watch and wait. Also,
when pressing "Back" on the local multiplayer menu\u2014so that you can choose a new type of event between races\u2014the
interface goes all the way back to the main menu, requiring all players to "Press A to join" yet again in order to switch between
race types or deathmatch.

While the racing in the game felt good, and we loved the concept, we cannot recommend the game. It may be that the single
player campaign or online multiplayer is more fun, and certainly one or both of those are the game's focus, but for local
multiplayer, this game needs a lot of work to be fun.. Flash game ported on Steam. Very poor graphics and wonky controls.. A
lot of fun. Great retro game.. \u0421\u0411\u041b\u0415\u0412\u0410\u041d\u0423\u041b. i love how simple and challenging
it is. Buy it while its on sale its a really good way to pass time. if you're a gamer like me who owns just about all the great games
and still has nothing to play. Buy this game!! play this game!!!. 10\/10 Would SNEK again.
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The chicken dance plays during this game right after it acknowledges that it's a terrible game. The game is mocking me for
having spent 15$ on it.. Trials of the Illuminati: Amazing Wildlife Jigsaws is a poor title for this game.
It should be called "Game of the Year 2017"

Stunning Visuals,
Beautiful soundtrack,
Excellent gameplay.

I paid 20 cents for this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao. I wouldn't even buy this DLC, even during the times
when it's 75% off. You can get a user-made mod with better functionality on the CiM forums.. No tutorial No story mode No
offline Progression
No bot difficulty all easy mode

Online Does not work for me invalid key. Rofl lmfao epic omg. Moves much too fast for how visually noisy it is. I had much
difficulty even seeing the bullet that killed me, over and over and over.. This game constantly crashes and the developer has no
idea why. It keep s freezing on my computer after the first two minutes. The really sad thing is that it worked for the first couple
of times I played and i am no longer able to get a refund. I have tried looking up solutions but all it says is that the interface has
a problem. I have a gaming computer with a separate ideo card not an integrated one. Although, it was really interesting for the
first couple of hours I haven't been able to play it since.. I got bord with it pretty quick with this, but there is a game here its just
not interesting enough to keep me playing it.
If you like repetitive puzzles and no story what so ever then here you go this game is for you,
but i might be a bit to harsh, i dont know but i did not relly enjoy it.
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